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GAME DESCRIPTION

Experience the ephemeral nature of time and magic in Time Spinners! This game is a 5x4 
slot with payline wins and a max win of 10,000x!
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FEATURES

WILD MULTIPLIER

The Pocket Watch symbol is a wild multiplier that reveals a multiplier value 
after it lands, if it’s part of a win. The revealed multiplier can be 2x - 12x. The 
multiplier value applies to any winline that it is part of. If more than one 
multiplier is part of the same winline, the multiplier values are added together 
before being applied to the win. Up to a maximum of 10 wild multipliers can 
land in the base game and a maximum 15 can land in the bonus game.

SYNC YOUR WATCHES

When the Sync symbol lands, all wild multipliers are synced to the  highest 
multiplier value currently on the grid.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS

The Wild symbol and activated Pocket Watch symbols substitute for all High 
and Low paying symbols.
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FEATURES cont.

BORROWED TIME

A two-phase bonus game with sticky Pocket Watches! Land 3 Ghost symbols to 
trigger the bonus!

Collect Phase
The collect phase contains the special Pocket Watch, Sync and Echo symbols, 
and non-winning symbols. The collect phase starts with 3 free spins. Every time 
a special symbol lands and is activated, the remaining number of free spins 
refills to 3. After 3 spins in a row without a special symbol, the feature 
transitions to the payout phase.

These symbols are non-winning:

When an Echo symbol lands, it increases the value on all adjacent wild 
multipliers by the revealed value. The Echo symbol comes in two variants: the 
Normal Echo and the Epic Echo.

The Normal Echo adds the shown value to all adjacent wild multipliers.
The Epic Echo multiplies all adjacent wild multipliers by the shown value.

The Normal Echo can have the following multiplier values: 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x.

The Epic Echo can have the following multiplier values: x2, x3, x4, x5.

Payout Phase
All sticky Pocket Watches carry over from the collect phase. During this phase, 
Low and High paying symbols, and the Wild symbol, can land.
The payout phase always awards at least 3 free spins. For each spin refill that 
occurred in the collect phase, the payout phase awards 1 additional free spin.

FEATURESPINS™
For the cost of 2x the current bet level, FeatureSpins™ make winning the
bonus game 3 times as likely on every spin while active!
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GAME DATA

Game name: Time Spinners
Volatility: 4 of 5

Max feature win: €1,000,000 (10,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 
bet)

How to win: Paylines; 10 unique paylines

Bet levels: €0.1, €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, 
€9, €10, €15, €20, €25, €30, €40, €50, €75, €100

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit frequency
FeatureSpins™  
bonus buy RTP

Borrowed Time
bonus buy RTP

1181 96.19% 41.30% 96.24% 96.20%

1182 94.19% 41.25% 94.22% 94.33%

1183 92.41% 41.24% 92.15% 92.32%

1184 88.40% 41.23% - -

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC 
Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome 
Android 64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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